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This paper is organized as follows. A review of the structure of the
proposed ES Is given In section II. Mathematical models are developed In
section 111. The proposed search strategy is depicted in section IV. A typical
case study Is given In section V. Conclusions and references are given In
sections VI and VIi respectively.

Abstrad -This paper introduces a typically intelligent hybrid expert system
(ES) for an annualized distribution system load forecasting. The proposed ES
has the capability of predicting the annual distribution substauon load
growth. and patterns of subsequent load shifts, in case of a substation
overload. Also, possible expected system expansion plans are introduced.
The parameters of the load growth model are estimated for each substation.
The load transfer model is chosen to follow the Weibull distributionfunctlon
and to simulate different factors affecting the transfer process. The ES Is
developed using an artificial intelligence language (PROLOG), and Is applied
to Alexandria city, 66/11 KV power distribution network.

Load forecast plays an important role in all aspects of electric utility
operations. in particular, distribution system load forecast (DSLF), for a
number of foremst years to a defined horizon year, is necessary for
maintaining an efficient and reliaMe power distributionsystem @S). Proper
analysis of the locations and amounts of Mure load growth, as well as the
expected transfer, are important since they can Impact the expansion of the
DS.
A variety of computerized load forecasting methodsfor distributionplanning
has been developed during the last decade [ l ] through [4]. [6]. Distribution
planning is usually met by dividing the utility service area Into a number of
sufficiently small areas [2]. Those areas can be either a grid of uniform
rectangular cells, or equipment oriented areas, such as feeders or
substations areas. A load forecast for each area is then produced and finally,
the future system can be planned. Generally DSLF is performed using one
of the following basic approaches:
1-Trending methods which invdve extrapolation of annual peak load history
on a small area basis using curve fming.
2-Multivariatetechniques which encompass methods that extrapolate on the
basis of other variables as well as the annual peak load. This can be applied
on large utility systems and give g o d results.
3-Simulation approaches which generally work by predicting the load on a
small area basis after the customer Is classified as resklential. commercial,
or industrii.
In this paper. a hybrid heuristic/mathematical algorithm is developed to
implement a coupled annualiied load growth and load transfer for the
distribution system. The developed ES performs the following tasks:
1-A load growth forecast for each substation area, with the calculation of the
associated model parameters using a nonlinear least square estimation
algorithm [20].
2-A load transfer process, including descriptors of the expected load transfer
to model separation distances, geographical obstades, saturated corridors,
etc.
3-A proposed system expansion plan, with a load transfer process In case
of a new substation addition to the system under study.
In addition to the above tasks, the developed ES also Indudes a method for
measuring the goodness of ft of the historical data for each substation. Also
a provision that permits adjustments of the individual small areas yearly
forecast to meet a specified tdal area demand is included in the body of the
knowledge base. The proposed ES allows the user to observe each
substation load growth every year within the defined horizon, and the
overloaded substation (if any). When an overload is predicted the ES
proposes solutions that can be adopted for relieving that overloaded
substation. It also allows the user to interfere during the algorithm execution
to update the ES knowledge base or redirect the solution path whenever is
required.
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II. STRUCTURE OF THE PROPOSED ES
A simplified diagram that shows the components of a typical ES Is shown
in Fig. 1. In the present work, the developed ES Is divided into two modules;
(1) A knowledge base
(2) An inference engine and user interface (shell)
The knowledge base comprises the fact and rule bases. It contains
Informationspecific to the application considered (loadgrowth. loadtransfer,
substation addition). Details concerning the knowledge base are extended
in section IV. The Inference engine uses its capabilities to satisfy the
examined rules. The inference mechanism operates through forward or
backward chaining. The user interface represents the explanatory part that
allows the user to interfere with the system.
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Fig. 1 A Typical Expert System
111. MATHEMATICAL MODELS

The mathematical models [ l l ] , [13] for substauon load growth and the
expected load sharing between substations are summarized as follows
A. Load Growth Model:
The load growth in a small area Is not a smooth continuous process.
Usually It forms a sharp 'bur& of growth taking a few years. resulting in the
so called 'S' or Gompettz curve [E], 191, [IO], 1121. This curve has been
shown to adequately model the load growth of urban Substations. However,
other models are more applicaMe to particular loads such as Industrial
substations. The Gompettz model is given by:

,, G., G
, are the Gompeltz
where S(t) = functlon load value for year t. G
model parameters. in this research, these parameters are calculated for each
substation using a nonlinear least square estimation algorithm (Marquardt
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algorithm [m]). This load growth model allows a considerable flexibiiity of
data fming. Unfortunately there is no statistical measure which can indicate
whether the historical data represent an appropriate base for data fitting or
not. Thus it is the user responsibility to select from the Input only the
historical data that is thoughf to be representatbe d future years. A method
of measuring the goodness of fit of historical data Is implemented. This

the proper alternative will be guided by the user through a proper interface
with the ES. The strategy considered for the ES decision making is a dephRrst search technique [a].
This technique is illustratedby the representatbe
tree shown In Fig. 2.
I
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measure Is evaluated by the coefficient of determination R2 expressed as
follows:

where T = Years of historical data, N = Number of historical points used
and S- = The mean value for all points. A value dose to 100% is lndicatlve
of a good fit, whereas a value dose to zero is a poor fit. This measure of
goodness of fit Is evaluated for each substation, and reflects the accuracy
level of the forecasted demand.

p

.

!

.

Load transfer is a function of the distance of separation between
substations, age of subststions (yeai of installation), as well as many other
factors. A technique similar to Markov process [14], [15], is employed to
determine the amount of load transfer between substations. A Weibull
distribution (1161 through [lS]) k used to model the expected level of load
transfer between substations in terms of their separating distances. This
model Is given by:
(3)
where F (X) is a function value for a random variaMe X W
,, W
., Wv are the
Weibull parameters, which represent statistical functions determined by
standard and operational practices. The Weibull distributionallows maximum
probability of load transfer at some finite inter-separation distance. Further
detals of the adopted load transfer may be found in [A. [SI. Other factors
that w r e s s an estimation of the willingness of substations to share load are
considered by the proposed ES through tie factors (see Appendii A). During
the execution of the algorithm, these factors can be adjusted by the user to
dictate his view of the system updated situation

c

A
m nt:
In order to m e the specified total demand of a large area, adjustments

of IndMdual substations projections have to be made. After yearly forecast
have been predicted for each substation, the diversified sum can be
compared to the total large area forecast If there is no agreement, each
substation forecast would be adjusted as follows:

Fig. 2 The Proposed ES Decision Tree
Definitions of the different steps of the search procedure shown In Fig. 2 are
summarized as follows.
Call data base
For each substation calculate the individual load forecast
For each substation check if the load forecast exceeds the specified
restricted capacity (RC), where RC Is the defined capacity above which the
substation is considered overloaded.
If the load forecast does not exceed RC, then accept the forecast
results and continue for the following year.
If the load foremst does exceed (RC), then one of the following
decisions will be proposed:
Expand the capacity of the loaded substation, and modify the data
file accordingly H D(2.1,l) and D(2,1.2) are satisfied.
D(2.1.1k The ultimate capacity (UC) is greater then the Installed capacity
(1C).
D(2.1.21: The system planner a m p s D(2,l).
Transfer load to neighboring substations and recalculate the forecast
values for all substations using the glven load transfer model. if D(2.2.1) and
D(2,2,2) are satisfied.
p(2.2.11; The geographical and economical situation allows load transfer.
D(2.2.21: The system planner accepts load transfer.
Q&&
Suggest the addition of a new substation and modify the data file
accordingly and reforecast, if D(2,3,1) and D(2,3,2) are satisfied.
The neighboring substations approach critical loading.
012.3.2):The system planner accepts D(2,3).

(4)

The decision tree shown in Fig.2 is formulated In terms of a number of
rules. This is explained in the following subsection.
where; ADJS,, k the adjustment for substation i at year T. Si, is the
projecteddemand for substation iat year T. TOtS, Is the total area projected
demand for year T, DF is the diversity factor and n is the number of
substations considered.

A. Rule Base for the DSLF
The rule base provides tools for calculatingdifferent attributes associated
with each planning situation. Some of the rules describing the load growth,
load transfer and new substation addition processes are given below.

-

0

N. THE ES SEARCH STRATEGY
IF
The flrst task pelformed by the proposed ES is a load growth forecasting
for each substation. If a substation Is found to approach its maxlmum
loading limit at any year (within the forecasting horizon).one of the following
solution altemathres will be proposed:
1. Adding further capacity to the heavily loaded substation.
2. Transferring load to one or more of the neighboring Substations that
already has an excess capacity.
3. Increasing the overall system capacity by adding a new substation, and
in most cases,transferring load as well.
These alternatives are ordered according to their economic feasibility, and
are handled using a knowledge base frame of work. However, the choice of

Then

AND
AND
RULE 2:
IF
Then

Gompertz model
Call the fact base
Calculate the forecasted load growth for year t
Check overload for each substation

AND

Calculate the forecasted load for year t
Call FORTRAN program 'Gompertz model'
Check overload for all substations

RULE 3
IF
Then
OR

Check overload for each substation
Substation unloaded
Substation loaded
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RULE 4;
Substation unloaded
Continue check overload for other substations
Forecast for each substation
restricted Capacity
defined for the substation under check

AND
IF
RULE 5:
AND
IF
RULE 6
IF
THEN
OR
RULE 7:
AND
AND
IF
AND
AND
RULE 8:

AND
RULE 1Q
AND
IF
OR
OR

OR
Substation loaded
Check possibility of capacity addition
Forecast for that substation > RC
Check possibility of capacity addition
Additional capacity
No possible addition
Additional capacity
Increase IC to UC
Modify data fles
It is possible to Increase IC
Planner decislon Is YES
More economic additional capacity

More economic additional capacity IF
Not more economic load transfer
Not more economic Installing new substatlon

No possible addition
Check load transfer possibility
Not possible to add capacity
Planner decision Is NO
Not economic
li) Rules for Load Transfer to Neiahborina Stations

RULE 11:

AND
IF
AND
AND
RULE 12:

Check load transfer possibility to neighboring
substations
Forecast using transfer model
Loaded substation
No possible addition
Planner decision
Planner decision
Call user Interface
No obstades
Neighboring stations are neither of same age, nor
approach thelr critical loading

IF
AND
AND

Markov transfer model forecasting
Loaded substation
Economic installation of new substation IF
Cost of installation can be reduced
Load transfer and other overload relieving methods
are not more economic

V. A CASE STUDY

it is possible to increase the IC IF
Call the fact base
ICi < uc,

AND
RULE 9:

OR
AND
AULF 17:

The proposed interactive load forecasting of distribution systems load
growth and load sharing methodology handled by the proposed ES is
applied to Alexandria City. 66/11 KV power dlstributlon network. The given
system consists of 27 substations. Some of these substations may share
load, according to the assigned tie relation parameters(see Appendb A).
Each substation Is set to shlft load to other substations when its forecasted
load exceeds the prescribed restricted capacity. The load forecast
calculations are presented for 10 years, following to year 1993 as a base
year. A diverse sample of results are presented. Table 1 summakes data
for each substation 1221. To show the accuracy of the results, Table 2
depicts the load forecast for 1993, compared with the given actual load
values. A small and practically permitted overload is Indicated at substation
# 2 for that year. Table 3 presents the forecasted load for year 1997. In this
year the overload at substation # 2 Increases to 4.1664 MVA Since the tle
factors of that substation with all neighboring ones are set to be 100, then
the ES reasoning proposes an addition of a new transformer (1 X 25) MVA
to that substation. Meanwhile overloads of 2.5809 and 0.02595 MVA are
indicated at substations # 11 and 24 respectively. If the first proposed
reasoning Is accepted then capacities of substations # 11 and 24 would be
raised to their ultimate values (50 and 35 MVA) respectively. Doing so, the
indicated overloads would be relieved. However, If that proposal was rejected
by the user (system planner), then the ES would suggest transfening the
overload to neighboring substations. The forecasted values after load sharing
takes place are given at the last d u m n of Table 3.
Results of previous tables Indicate that substations # 24, 25. and 27 are
subject to rapklly growing loads. Adding an extra 25 MVA transformer units
to those substations to increase their capacities to 100 MVA each wlll help
in overcoming the overloads only until year 2003. Results of the forecasted
load for year 2003 are shown In Table 4. The highly growing loads deplcted
In Table 4 direct the ES to propose the installation of a new 100 MVA
substation. and Initiating a load transfer as well. The resulting load foreoast
values at that stage, with the new added substation (substatlon P28). are
given by the last column of Table 4. It is dear that no overloads are
indicated after the new substatlon2:f;lyn.

RULE 13:
IF
THEN

Forecast using transfer model
Use Markov transfer model, call the FORTRAN
Program
ill) Rules for lnstallina New Substation5

RULE 14:
AND
IF
AND
AND
AND
AND
RULE 15:

Add a new substation
Recalculate the forecast, taking this Into
consideration
Loaded substation
Neighboring substations introduce growing loads
approaching critical loading
No possible additions
No oossible load transfer
Economic installing a new substation
Neighboring substations introduce growing loads
approaching critical loading IF Forecasting values
are not within the restricted capacity

RULE 16:
Forecasting values are not within the restricted
capacity IF
Gompertz model
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Load F o r c d lor Yea.
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APPENDIX A
An ES that implements an efficient, comprehensive, and interactive load
forecasting plans for distributionsystems has been developed in this paper.
The proposed ES provides an input to long-term planning Issues, wlth the
capabilityof adjusting the individual substation load forecast according to a
reltaMe total load area forecast. It k the authors view point that the best
distribution systems planning results would be achieved if an on-line
programming 'iinlC is handled by the proposed expert system to combine
daily & monthly forecasting programs with the long-term one. Further
research is also expected to indode the optimal sizing and locations of the
newly added substations in the knowledge base of the proposed ES.
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The tie relationship factor between substationsi,j is a subjectivevalue and
is determined by the system planner. This factor reflects the presence or
absence of an available interconnection between the two concemed
substations. The value of Til is assigned to one of the following values:
Til = 1 for normal situation. A normal situation implies the existence of a
direct interconnection between the two substations, no geographical
obstades, no difference in voltage levels, and non of the two substations has
a rapidly growing loads.
Tli = 3 for a low possibility of load transfer. This implies that the
interconnection between the two substations is not direct (i.e. if the
interconnectionasses through a third substation).
T,i = 100 for no possibility of load transfer. This implies that the two
substations are not interconnected at ail. or there exists geographical
obstacles or difference in voltage levels between substations, or load is
growing rapidly in one of the two substationsfeeding areas so that it can not
afford any extra transferred load.
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